Muramyl dipeptide protects decomplemented mice from surgically-induced infection.
Muramyl dipeptide (MDP) is a natural product of bacterial cell-wall breakdown, which can now be produced synthetically; it is the smallest component of the mycobacterial cell wall capable of reproducing the adjuvant activities of Freund's complete adjuvant. We tested the well-documented, protective effect of MDP to increase survival in a murine model simulating surgically-induced bacteremia. The protocol involved the bacterial innoculation of control and decomplemented mice in the presence and the absence of pretreatment with MDP. Bacteremia in both the control and decomplemented groups pretreated with MDP was decreased statistically at 24 h (P less than 0.01) as compared to controls. Likewise, survival was increased significantly at 24 h (P less than 0.05), 48 h (P less than 0.001), and 72 h (P less than 0.001) using the same group comparisons. We conclude, therefore, that MDP maintains its protective effect in the absence of complement, supporting the view that the mechanism of action of MDP is complement independent.